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1 - Characters

Kay K. Simms

Hair Color: Blonde
Hair Length: A little past shoulders
Eye Color: Green
Height: 5'7"
Birthday: May 5th
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: German/American
Family: Cecelia Pegasus (Diceased), Pegasus J. Crawford, Adelinda Simms, Liz Simms (Diceased),
James Simms (Diceased), and Christine Simms (Diceased)
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: Short black dress, tights, black high heels, black boots.
Hair left down.
Battle City: Blue tube top, white jacket, blue jeans, black boots, blue choker. Hair in pull-back.
Waking the Dragons: Blue turtle-neck dress with dark blue jeans and boots and her hair in a ponytail.
KC Grand Prix: White jacket, blue tube top, blue jeans with water drop designs on the legs and pale blue
rhine stones, black boots, blue choker, white earrings. Hair up in flared ponytail with blue flower clip.
As Black Cat: Black dress, tights, black cape, black shawl, black boots, and black cat mask.
Dawn of the Duelist: Black and maroon trench coat, red turtle neck, black jeans, black boots. Hair up in
flared ponytail.

The main character of the series. She is first introduced during Duelist Kingdom near the finals after she
flies to her uncle from Great Britain with some folders containing important documents.

Kay is very spoiled and sneaky, much like a cat, and is the German Duel Monsters and Dungeon Dice
Monsters champion and her username is actually "The Black Cat" and she dueled wearing a black mask
and almsot all black clothes.



However, although many people think she's a snob, she actually is not. She donates a lot of money to
charity and is truly a good person, but she does not always show it. Kay does not like meeting new
people and can be difficult to befriend at certain times. When she meets Seto, it's right after she returns
home and he does even see much of her because she was wearing sunglasses, a long coat, and a hat.

After Pegasus loses his millennium eye and falls into a coma, Croquet tells her to move to Domino to
keep her mind off things so she does so. She holds a very strong grudge to Yugi, and claims he killed
one of the only two family members she has left. So she refuses to get along with Yugi or any of his
friends except for Miho and Ryou.

Kay and Seto have much more of a love-hate relationship. She thinks he's a rude, self centered jerk, and
he thinks she's a spoiled, immature wench. So they don't get along well at all. However, they also
intruige one another.

At Domino, Kay starts off with only Miho and Ryou as friends, and even so, she rarely spoke to them.
Then Alex, her best friend, moves there right before Battle City and she opens up a bit more. After this
happens, she meets more friends.

After Pegasus wakes up from his coma, Kay befriends Yugi, Anzu, and Honda, but she is never too fond
of Jounouchi because she thinks he's an annoying and overly conceited.

Kay's scar is a burn scar from her abusive father who killed her mom and older sister then commited
suicide himself. After this happens, 12-year-old Kay and 7-year-old Adelinda moved in with Pegasus.

Adelinda C. Simms

Hair Color: Blonde
Hair Length: Shoulder length
Eye Color: Green
Height: 5'
Birthday: April 1st
Age: 11
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: German/American
Family: Kay Simms, Cecelia Pegasus (Diceased), Pegasus J. Crawford, Liz Simms (Diceased), James
Simms (Diceased), and Christine Simms (Diceased)



Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: No appearance
Battle City: Denim jacket, white T-Shirt with a star on it, blue jeans, and white sneakers. Hair is left
down.
Waking the Dragons: Black jeans, light green blouse with blue flowers on it, black flats, silver locket. Hair
left down
KC Grand Prix: Tan jacket, faded jeans, gray tanktop, silver locket. Hair up in a ponytail.
Dawn of the Duelist: Purple, Chinese style shirt, black pants, black flats, silver locket and silver earrings.
Hair up in a bun with purple flower.

Adelinda does not appear in the story in person during Duelist Kingdom but she appears when Battle
City begins. She is attending an elite dance academy in America but when she hears about Pegasus,
she moves to Domino and lives with Kay.

Mokuba and Kay are introduced by Adelinda formally after Kay helps them escape from some thugs
whoo recognize Mokuba as "the son of that rich guy." Adelinda and Mokuba start off friends and have
crushes on one another.

Pegasus J. Crawford

Hair Color: Blonde
Hair Length: Past Shoulders
Eye Color: Amber
Height: 6'2"
Birthday: October 8th
Age: 24
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: American
Family: Kay Simms, Adelinda Simms, Cecelia Pegasus (Diceased), Liz Simms (Diceased), James
Simms (Diceased), and Christine Simms (Diceased)
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Red suit with matching shoes in all seasons. Hair left down.

The wealthy uncle of Kay and Adelinda and owner of Industrial Illusions. He dreams for Kay to take over
the company one day and almost sees her as his daughter.



He never told her of his plans during Duelist Kingdom, just that he was throwing a tournament, and when
he is put in a coma after Bakura steals his millennium eye, Kay blames Yugi and is angry at him.

Soon, Pegasus wakes up and goes to Domino to tell Kay and Adelinda. By this point, she is pretty used
to her life there and he sees it's doing her good, so he lets her stay there and comes by once in a while
for a visit.

Seto Kaiba

Hair Color: Brown
Eye Color: Cobalt Blue
Birthday: October 25
Height: 6'1"
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: Japanese (Though I never did believe tht)
Family: Mokuba Kaiba, Mother (Deceased), Father (Deceased), Gozaboru (Adopted, Deceased), Noah
Kaiba (Adopted, Whether or not he is alive is unknown information)
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: Blue trench coat with green collar, and gray outftit with
matching shoes. Duel monster card shaped locket.
Battle City: (SEXY_ white trench coat, black shorit with buckles on arms, black pants, black shoes. Duel
monster card shaped locket.
Waking the Dragons: Battle City outfit, white suit.
KC Grand Prix: White suit with blue shirt and blue tie and white shoes, white trench coat with black
short, black pants, and black shoes. Duel monster card shaped locket.
Dawn of the Duelist: Battle City outfit



Seto first sees Kay when he is talking to Pegasus after he stole Mokuba's soul. (I know this occurs in the
dungeons during the show, but let me ue my authoress powers here) He is surprised to see her and
after the tournement ends, before they leave, they see another helicopter take off and see her limo drive
away in Domino.

When he sees her in school, he treats her with the same rudeness he offers Yugi and his friends and
even insults her, which only pissed her off. Sinc ethen, they pretty much loathed one another. However,
he is somewhat captivated by her unique and outgoing personality.

When she helps Mokuba escape from some thugs and she winds up hurt, he respects her more and
treats her with a little more kindness, but not much.

Mokuba Kaiba

Hair Color: Black
Eye Color: Blue/Gray
Height: 5'1" (again,, taller than the show)
Birthday: July 7
Age: 11
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: Japanese
Family: Seto Kaiba, Mother (Deceased), Father (Deceased), Gozaboru (Adopted, Deceased), Noah
Kaiba (Adopted, Whether or not he is alive is unknown information)
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: Blue bandana, red shirt with long orange and white
striped sleeves, jeans.
Battle City: Yellow vest, blue striped shirt, jeans, and white sneakers.
Waking the Dragons: Battle City Outfit
KC Grand Prix: Battle City Outfit
Dawn of the Duelist: Battle City outfit

Mokuba is Seto's little brother and meets Kay's little sister, Adelinda, at school. He notices she seems



very timid and scared so he goes up to her and says hi and they hit it off quickly.

One day when they were walking through town, they get jumped by three thugs who know Mokuba is
Seto's little brother and plan to kidnap him for money. Luckily, Kay was looking for them and saves them.

Mokuba immediately likes Kay and thinks she is really nice, so he becomes friends with her.

Yugi Mouto/Yami Yugi

Hair Color: Black, Blonde, and Violet
Eye Color: Violet
Height: 5'3" (I made him taller than his descriptions) (Yami Yugi is 5'7")
Birthday: June 4
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: Japanese



Family: Solomone Mouto, Mrs. Mouto, Mr. Mouto (Unknown whether he is dead or alive)
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: Domino High Boy Uniform, duelist kingdom starchip
glove, millennium puzzle.
Battle City: Black muscle shirt, dog collar, domino high boy unifrom, black shoes.
Waking the Dragons: Male uniform
KC Grand Prix: Battle City Outfit
Dawn of the Duelist: Battle City outfit

Kay does not like Yugi at all at the beginning of the story because she thinks he was the one who stole
he uncle's millennium eye and put him in a coma. She even threatens to sue him if Pegasus dies.

Poor Yugi is kind of scared of her. Yami occassionally switches out to try and explain what happened,
but Kay does not listen.

When Pegasus wakes up and explains Yugi did not do anything wrong, Kay apologizes and they
become friends.

Katsuya Jounouchi

Hair Color: Blonde
Eye Color: Brown
Height: 5'10"
Birthday: January 25
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: Japanese
Family: Shizuka Kawai/Jounouchi, Mrs. Kawai/Jounouchi, Dad (Who is a drunk bastard)
Signature Outfits/Hairtsyles: Duelist Kingdom: Green jacket, white T-shirt, jeans, sneakers.
Battle City: Blue and white T-shirt, jeans, sneakers.
Waking the Dragons: Denim jacket with white T-shirt, jeans, and a dog tag necklace
KC Grand Prix: Denim jacket with white T-shirt, jeans, and a dog tag necklace
Dawn of the Duelist: Cream jacket, blue shirt, jeans, and tennis shoes.



Jounouchi first sees Kay walking towards Pegasus' castle and simply thinks shes an attractive girl, kind
of the way he was when he first saw Mai. However, the two don't get along.

He thinks she's a snob and is angry because she blames Yugi about what happened to Pegasus. Kay
constantly insults Jounouchi and outwits him, which makes the relationship very rocky.

Even after she befriends Yugi, she does not show much fondness of Jounouchi, but she helps him out
and he helps her, so they kind of have the typical sibling relationship; They have each other's backs, but
annoy the heck out of one another.

Hiroto Honda

Hair Color: Dark Brown
Eye Color: Brown
Height: 5'11"
Birthday: April 19th
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Slightly tanned but we're leaning toward Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: Japanese
Family: None was mentioned
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: Tan trench coat, white shirt, blue pants.
Battle City: Red biket jacket, dark jacket, white shirt, jeans.
Waking the Dragons: Brown biker jacket, white shirt, dark jeans, tennis shoes.
KC Grand Prix: Brown biker jacket, white shirt, dark jeans, tennis shoes.
Dawn of the Duelist: Light blue jacket, white shirt, jeans, tennis shoes.

Kay and Honda never really pay much attention to one another. They have a very neautral relationship
after Kay befriends Yugi. Sometimes they team up against Jounouchi, but that's really about all.

They're pretty good friends and he often laughs when she makes fun of Jounouchi and cheers for her a
lot.



Anzu Mazaki

Hair Color: Brown
Eye Color: Blue
Hair Length: A little above her shoulders
Height: 5'7" (Yet again, taller)
Birthday: August 18th
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: Japanese
Family: Mother
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: Yellow shirt with pink and white vest, blue skirt, brown
boots.
Battle City: Pink jacket, yellow tube top, pink shorts, high socks, pink shoes, and green shirt with yellow
collar, blue shotrs, high socks, shoes.
Waking the Dragons: White jacket, red halter top, tan mini skirt, and brown boots.
KC Grand Prix: White jacket, red halter top, tan mini skirt, and brown boots.
Dawn of the Duelist: Black navel baring top, red skirt, boots.

Anzu does not like Kay much from the beginning. She thinks she is unfair to Yugi and is pretty cold. The
two girls seem to hold a great mistrust for the other at first, but they never insult each other or argue.

When Kay befriends Yugi, Anzu is, at first, a little bit against her. But when she gets to know Kay, she
lightens up and they become pretty close. Kay gets very annoyed with Anzu's friendship speeches and
will often tell her to shut it after a while, and that's what keeps them from being really close friends.

[url=http://i133.photobucket.com/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Miho000.jpg]http://i133.photobucket.com/
albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Miho000.jpg[/url]

Miho Nosaka

Hair Color: Blue
Eye Color: Blue



Hair Length: To her waist
Height: 5'6"
Birthday: Unknown
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: Japanese
Family: None mentioned
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: No appearance
Battle City: School uniform, Rose tank top, white shorts, and tennis shoes.
Waking the Dragons: School Uniform
KC Grand Prix: No appearance
Dawn of the Duelist: No appearance

Miho is the first friend Kay makes in Domino. She is very sweet and kind of quiet. When she first sees
Kay, she thinks that she looks kind of lonely so she sits with her at lunch. The two become friends after
about two days. However, Kay rarely spoke unless asked to so it was an awkward friendship, but Miho
seemed to not mind.

After Kay started to lighten up, Miho started to see her almost as a big sister with more confidence and
such. After she befriended Yugi, the two just stayed really close friends. Nothing much changed between
the two.

[url=http://i133.photobucket.com/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Bakura-2.jpg]http://i133.photobucket.com
/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Bakura-2.jpg[/url]

[url=http://i133.photobucket.com/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/YamiBakura.jpg]http://i133.photobucket.c
om/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/YamiBakura.jpg[/url]

Ryou Bakura/Yami Bakura

Hair Color: Silver
Eye Color: Brown
Hair Length: A little past shoulders
Height: 5'7"
Birthday: September 2nd
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: Japanese
Family: Mother
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: White sweater, jeans, and tennis shoes. Millennium ring
Battle City: White and blue striped shirt, jeans, and tennis shoes: school uniform. Millennium ring
Waking the Dragons: School Uniform. Millennium ring
KC Grand Prix: No appearance
Dawn of the Duelist: Light blue T-shirt, jeans, and tennis shoes. Millennium ring

Ryou is introduced to Kay through Miho and he pretty much goes through the same thing Miho does. He
thinks Kay is nice and he is very polite to her so she treats him the same way.



Ryou is dating Miho during Battle City and they break up after it is over.

Yami Bakura does not appear very often, but when he does he ignores Kay so she does really know
about his existance.

[url=http://i133.photobucket.com/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Friends/YugiohAlex.jpg]http://i133.photob
ucket.com/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Friends/YugiohAlex.jpg[/url]

Alex E. Tuttle

Hair Color: Blonde
Eye Color: Blue
Hair Length: Short
Height: 5'5"
Birthday: June 8th
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: America/Irish/German/etc
Family: Mother, Father, Sister
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: No appearance
Battle City: School uniform, leather jacket, black jeans, red shirt, black boots
Waking the Dragons: Black tank top, jeans, boots.
KC Grand Prix: Black jacket, black jeans, black boots, white shirt with dark blue dragon on it
Dawn of the Duelist: Evanescence T-shirt, jeans, black trench coat, black tennis shoes.

Alex is Kay's best childhood friend. She knows her better than anyone else and moves to Domino right
before Battle City starts. When Alex moves there, everyone finally gets to know Kay better and they see
she is...normal. ^^

Kay and Alex call each other "sis" and are always hanging out. Alex loves her violin and is very talented
at it. She always supported Kay and is the first to notice when Kay grows to like Seto.

[url=http://i133.photobucket.com/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Friends/Cat-5.jpg]http://i133.photobucket.
com/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Friends/Cat-5.jpg[/url]

Cat Tsuru

Hair Color: Brown
Eye Color: Blue
Hair Length: To waist
Height: 5'5"
Birthday: March 2nd
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: Japanese
Family: Unknown



Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: No appearance
Battle City: School uniform, Tan jacket, jeans, white T-shirt, tennis shoes, cartouch. Hair in ponytail.
Waking the Dragons: Blue top, gold bracetls on top of arms, blue skirt, and brown bots with flowers on
them, cartouche. Hiar in ponytail.
KC Grand Prix: blue mini skirt, white T-shirt, blue gloves, boots.
Dawn of the Duelist: Yellow halter top, denim jacket, denim mini skirt, white tenis shoes.

Cat is a friend of Yugi, Miho, Ryou, Jounouchi, and Honda. She does not like Anzu very much. Cat and
Kay meet after Alex moves to Domino and Battle City begins. They hit it off nicely and Cat becomes one
of Kay's best friends.

She likes Yami and is the one to explain to Kay about Yami and Yugi after Kay makes friends with Yugi
and notices how he changes.

Kay thinks Cat can sing beautifully and works hard ot help her overcome her stage fright. She starts by
having Cat audition for Christine in Phantom of the Opera while Kay auditions for Meg and Carlotta, and
it works itself up from there.

[url=http://i133.photobucket.com/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Friends/Rin.gif]http://i133.photobucket.co
m/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Friends/Rin.gif[/url]

Rin

Hair Color: Brown
Eye Color: Brown
Hair Length: A little past shoulders
Height: 5'7"
Birthday: Unknown
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: Japanese
Family: Unknown
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: No appearance
Battle City: Purple and black shirt, mini skirt, and tennis shoes. Hair left down.
Waking the Dragons: No appearance
KC Grand Prix: No appearance
Dawn of the Duelist: White dress, leather sandals, gold chain with a small gold ankh charm. Hair left
down

Rin is a new girl who is very worried about the boy she loves, Marik. During Battle City, she begs Kay
and Yugi to free Marik from his evil side.

After Marik is saved, Rin appreciates it greatly and moves back to Egypt with Marik, Ishizu, and Odion
but will return sometime later on in the story.

[url=http://i133.photobucket.com/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Friends/Kristen-3.jpg]http://i133.photobuc
ket.com/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Friends/Kristen-3.jpg[/url]



Kristen Nakai

Hair Color: Brown
Eye Color: Blue
Hair Length: A little past shoulders
Height: 5'3"
Birthday: Janurary 22nd
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: American
Family: Mother, father, sister, brother
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: No appearance
Battle City: purple jacket, blue shirt, jeans, tennis shoes, blue choker. Hair left down.
Waking the Dragons: Blue jacket with white shirt under it, denim skirt, and white sandals. Hair left down.
KC Grand Prix: Orange tank top, denim mini skirt, sandals. Hair left down.
Dawn of the Duelist: Yellow T-shirt, jeans, tennis shoes. Hair left down with yellow clips.

Kristen is another old friend of Kay's who surprises her in Battle City. She comes in time for the finals
and cheers for Kay all the way.

Kristen likes Yugi and never knew Kay did not like him at first. She is came with Tori and they are
exchange students and trying to convince their families to let them move to Japan like Kay has and
succeed in the end.

She is very sweet and one of the shyest characters in the series.

[url=http://i133.photobucket.com/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Friends/Tori-2.jpg]http://i133.photobucket
.com/albums/q41/Nintendo_Queen/Friends/Tori-2.jpg[/url]

Tori Akara

Hair Color: Black
Eye Color: Brown
Hair Length: To middle of back
Height: 5'6"
Birthday: May 5th (Yes, Tori and really do have the same b-day)
Age: 16
Ethnicity: Cocasion (sp?)
Heritage: Vietnamese/American
Family: Mother, father, stepfather, brother, baby brother
Signature Outfits/hairstyles: Duelist Kingdom: No appearance
Battle City: Red shirt, fishnet gloves, jeans, and flats.
Waking the Dragons: Red chinese style dress, fishnet socks, black flats.
KC Grand Prix: Brown sweater, white hat, black jacket, jeans, boots
Dawn of the Duelist: fishnet-type shawl, gray shirt, red and black skirt, high socks, flats.



Tori is another old friend of Kay's who came with Kristen as an exchange student and also roots for her
in the Battle City finals. She is more loud and crazy and tends to tease both Kay and Kristen, only to get
teased back. But it's all in good fun.

Tori thinks Kay and Seto have a thing for each other, despite the denial. And she gets a crush on Yami
Bakura, thinking he is dark, mysterious, and sexy.

She is very nice but can be a little demonic if you piss her off or hurt her friends.
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